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(a)

To encourage members to perfect, by selective breeding,
physically and temperamentally sound Irish Water
Spaniels; to do all possible to promote their natural
abilities & qualities;

(b)

To encourage the organization of independent local IWS
clubs in the localities where there are sufficient IWS
fanciers to meet the requirements of the American
Kennel Club;

(c)

To urge members & breeders to accept the standard of
the breed as approved by AKC as the only standard of
excellence by which IWS shall be judged;

(d)

To do all in its power to protect and advance the interest
in the breed by encouraging sportsmanlike competition at
dog shows, field trials, obedience trials and tracking tests;
to do all possible to further the use of the Irish Water
Spaniel as a hunting dog;

(e)

To conduct sanctioned matches, specialties, field and
obedience trials and tracking tests under the rules and
regulations of the American Kennel Club.

Dues: Checks payable to IWSCA (payable in U.S. funds)
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By Jack McDaniel

President’s Message
September-October 2011
real help in being able to gain an upland hunt test
title. They have the size and the workability and
they are not so hyper that you can’t have them in
the house as a companion. Our breeders have
held the line on keeping the breed from developing
into two separate lines (Show or Performance),
and overall, we have great temperaments. That is
a true test of a breeding program—keeping type.
If you don’t want to compete, take a look at the
therapy title. Not only will you be doing a service
but you will be exposing our dogs to a wide variety
of people. Our soft cuddly dogs make ideal therapy
dogs.
Well, summer is almost gone and in the Pacific
Northwest we really haven’t had any summer. In
fact the news stated that we have only had 78
minutes of a temperature over 80 degrees as of
August 13th the entire year. From what I am
hearing, some of you might be envious of that.
In spite of the warm weather in other parts of the
country, members are getting out and working their
dogs in the multitude of events. We now have 10
venues that AKC awards titles/certificates in:
Conformation, Obedience, Field Trials, Hunt Tests,
Upland Hunt Tests, Agility, Rally, Tracking,
Therapy, Coursing. This should give anyone with
an IWS something to get out and have fun with
their companion.
Members have been discussing breed
sustainability and I have seen some really good
suggestions. One of the best ways we can get our
breed noticed is to get involved in the venues I
have mentioned.
We are already seeing this from hunters that want
a dog that can “do it all.” It is a real treat to watch
our IWS’ do what comes naturally. The Upland
tests are a good example of promoting a breed to
hunters that would never have considered an IWS
until they watched them work in the field. Many of
us have known for years how good they are in
actual hunting situations but many other hunters
have looked down their noses at the “funny looking
poodle.” Our dogs’ noses and brains are ideal for
the average hunter that wants a dog for waterfowl
and upland. The retriever training our dogs get is a
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If you want humility, then I would suggest you try
coursing. The IWS will figure out this game very
quickly and cheat the corners in order to be in
position for the next turn and just grab it!!!! Ask me
how I know this. If you get this title, I take my hat
off to you.
To me the bottom line is, get out and do
something, even if it is just a romp in the park. At
least someone will see you having fun with your
dog and you and the dog will have a great time and
be better off for it.

“We are in a position with our
dogs to really make a difference
in the perception of Joe Public.”
Many of the anti-dog groups have promoted mixed
breed dogs and blasted breeders. We are the AKC
Parent club and we need to support AKC in their
efforts to support breeders. Without breeders we
don’t have IWSs. What we do with this opportunity
is up to each of us. We know we have great dogs
and we need to share it with the world. Helping
new owners get involved is something every IWS
owner can share. Even if you are new to the breed,
you obviously have a reason to have an IWS and
there is no better way than having an enthusiastic
owner blow their proverbial horn.

By Sharon Moreland

Health and Genetic Committee Health Survey
First Look
The 2010 IWSCA Health Survey is complete, and
the numbers show that it was hugely successful.
From January to December our Club conducted an
on-line survey, collecting data on over 800 IWS
worldwide. The survey was developed using
experts in canine health, the breed, survey
techniques and human learning. It represents a
follow-up to a more modest survey conducted in
2000. Among other organizing principles, it was
developed to format the data so the IWS can be
compared to other breeds. We tracked eighteen
major categories of health concerns and eighty-five
specific sub-categories. We are confident the
survey gives a good representation of all Irish
Water Spaniels and are looking forward to using
this important information.
Almost all of us have had health concerns for our
dogs. The survey will help us put those individual
experiences into a proper context. Collectively we
will see where our breed can best benefit from
specific investments in canine health research and
education.
The complete analysis of the survey data will take
several months. But the Health and Genetics
Committee intends to provide “First Look”
Newsletter articles discussing our findings, as they
are analyzed. At least three articles are currently
planned. This first one will identify the top ten IWS
health concerns, both in North America and worldwide. The next article will discuss longevity and
causes of death. The third article will put some of
our results into a context derived from other
breeds, the OFA and previous IWS data collection
efforts. Please let H&G Committee members know
Geographic Area

what other kinds of results you would be interested
in seeing.
Top Ten Ailments of IWS
One of the major motivators for the 2010 IWSCA
Health Survey was to discover which ailments of
IWS were the most prevalent so that the IWSCA
could place its research funding in the most
appropriate area. To that end, the first step of the
analysis of the data was to find the ten most
frequent ailments of IWS. We have done that
analysis for North American (N. Am.) dogs as well
as dogs from the United Kingdom (UK) and dogs
from Europe, excluding the UK (Eu). This
comparison also may give breeders some
information that may help them when they consider
importing semen or dogs from one geographic area
to another.
Survey Numbers: The survey resulted in entries
for 819 dogs. North American dogs accounted for
507, UK dogs 215, and the rest of Europe for 74
more dogs. Other areas only produced 23 dogs, so
those areas will not be used in the analysis
presented here. The results for North American
dogs is particularly gratifying since we believe that
the North American population of IWS is only 15001700 animals.
Healthy Dogs: The table below breaks down how
many dogs were represented in the survey from
the three geographical areas listed. The table also
indicates what percent of total reported population
was identified as healthy with no reported ailments.

Total Dogs

% With No Illnesses

N. America

507

25% (127)

UK

215

27% (58)

Eu

74

24% (18)

All other

23

35% (8)
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Health and Genetic Committee Health Survey—continued
Given that questions were asked about a great many ailments, including many that could be considered
minor, it is gratifying that the rate of healthy dogs is about 25%. We will later analyze these results to see
if these results are true across all age groups, or if this group is dominated by young dogs.
Top 10: The following table shows the most frequently reported ailments of IWS in three geographic
areas:
N. America
Tumors

UK
Tumors

Eu
Tumors

Chronic Ear Infections

Idiopathic Alopecia

Infectious Disease

Seizures

Cystitis

Idiopathic Alopecia

Infectious Disease

Chronic Ear Infections

Seizures

Food Allergy

Seizures

Chronic Ear Infections

Hip Dysplasia
Distichiasis

GDV (Bloat/Torsion)
Infectious Disease

Atopic Dermatitis
Cystitis

Idiopathic Alopecia

Food Allergy

Contact Allergies

Hypothyroidism

Entropion

Incontinence

Contact Allergy

Hip Dysplasia

ACL Injury

Clearly IWS share some of the same health issues no matter what in what geographic area they reside.
However, the frequency of those issues is dramatically different from area to area. Cancer is the major
killer of all dogs so it is not a surprise that tumors were the major health issue in IWS. Perhaps more
surprising to us is that seizures were reported more often in North American dogs than in dogs residing
in the UK and Europe. Idiopathic alopecia (which may include undiagnosed follicular dysplasia) seems
more prevalent in Europe than in North America. Gastric dilatation-volvulus (GDV), or bloat, did not
show even a 1% rating in North America, but ranked #6 for the UK.
Top 10 reported Aliments in North American IWS
Table 1 depicts rates of the top 10 aliments reported in North American dogs. These percents are
based on 507 IWS.
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Health and Genetic Committee Health Survey—continued
The aliment most often cited was cancer/tumors at
32%. This is not surprising since cancer is the
leading cause of death in all dogs, and has been
estimated to be at a rate of 30-35% across all
breeds. Therefore, we can assume that the IWS as
a breed has an average canine cancer rate.
The second most reported ailment is chronic ear
infections at 14%. Chronic ear infections are often
thought of as a management problem. If that is
indeed the case, we should be able to reduce this
rate with better education. Future analysis of the
data will explore a possible correlation between ear
infections and allergies.
The report that 10% of the North American IWS
have had seizures is greater cause for concern.
The Health and Genetics committee has been
supporting the leading study of the genetic causes
of epilepsy (Dr. Gary Johnson, University of
Missouri) for a number of years. Finding the mode
of inheritance and eventually perfecting a genetic
test can result in a much smaller number of
effected dogs.
The rate of infectious diseases is also
uncomfortably high. Our further analysis into which
disease were most represented will give us some
understanding on how to reduce this rate. Food
allergies continue to be a problem with our dogs.
Future analysis of the rates of food allergies
correlated to the rates of other immune factors may
provide some additional insight into the problem.
The survey found that rates of reported hip
dysplasia is at 8%; this rate is less than the 11.9%
reported by OFA. This might be a result of some
pet dogs with non-symptomatic disease; therefore
the owner is unaware that their dog is dysplastic.

and may include some undiagnosed cases of
follicular dysplasia, and perhaps some based on
thyroid disease and allergies. The rate of alopecia
will be correlated with other factors such as
hypothyroidism and allergies in future analyses.
Five percent of dogs in the North American group
were reported to be taking supplements for low
thyroid. As our analysis progresses, we will see if
this survey agrees with OFA, that the genetic form
of thyroid disease, Auto-Immune Thyroiditis, is at
about 1%.
The 10th most reported aliment in North American
dogs is contact allergies at 5%. In a later phase of
the analysis we will compare contact allergy with
others and with other ailments to see if there might
be a correlation.
While these 10 most frequent ailments will not be a
great surprise to most of us, the percentages of
some of these ailments should give us pause.
Many of these can only be solved by more critical
breeding and, hopefully, by future genetic tests
which will make breeding decisions clearer.
North America Compared to the United
Kingdom:
The following chart compares the rates of the
North American Top 10 with the rates of same
reported aliments in United Kingdom dogs.
Additionally, here were two aliments that were
reported in the UK dogs that were almost nonexistent in N. Am. IWS; they are GDV (Bloat/
Torsion) at 5%, autoimmune hemolytic anemia
(AIHA) at 4%. Only one IWS from North America
was reported to have GDV, and only one reported
for AIHA.

Distichiasis was reported in 7% of the IWS residing
in North America. The IWS has a rate of distichiais
of about 20% based on CERF records from 1991
to date and 25% within the last 12 years. We have
no reports of eye problems in dogs with
distichiasis, and in fact, this condition may be an
artifact of our curly coat. Idiopathic alopecia, hair
loss from unknown causes, continues to be a
reported problem. The rate was reported at 6%,
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Health and Genetic Committee Health Survey—continued

The rates of tumors between the two populations appear to be similar. However, the UK dogs appear to
have only about half of the cases of ear infections as the North American dogs. Seizures appear to be
somewhat less frequent in the UK, as are infectious diseases.
The reported hip dysplasia rate was higher (8% versus 4%) in North America than is the UK. This rate
difference maybe an artifact of how the rating system for hips differs between the two different rating
organizations—OFA in the North America and BVA in the UK.
The rate of food allergies in the North American IWS was reported at almost twice the rate as in the UK
IWS. Further analysis of allergies and their relationships to other factors may make clarify the reason
for this difference.
Distichia was also more heavily reported in North American dogs, and again, might be an artifact of the
differences in the two areas re frequency of eye examinations.
Idiopathic alopecia was reported at a higher frequency in the UK than in North America; hypothyroidism
at only about half the rate; contact allergies were reported more frequently in North America. This may
indicate that there is no correlation between these three factors, and this will also be addressed later in
this study.
North America Compared to Europe
The following table shows the rates of the Top 10 ailments for North American dogs compared to the
rates for European dogs.
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Health and Genetic Committee Health Survey—continued

Only 18% of European dogs were reported with tumors, which seems an unlikely result given that the
overall death rate from cancer for all dogs is 25%-35%. This reported rate may be the result of the
relatively low number of dogs we had to evaluate in Europe. We will do further analysis to determine if
the results from this population are statistically significant.
Only in infectious diseases, distichia, and idiopathic alopecia were European dogs reported to have
higher frequencies than North American dogs.
Next Steps:
“First Look” articles will continue in Rattails, as analysis of the survey data continues. The next one of
the series will discuss age of death and causes of death. The Health and Genetics committee
welcomes any feedback on this or subsequent articles.
By Sharon Moreland for the Health and Genetics Committee, Laurel Baglia, Chair
**Errata**
The article on page 17 of the July-August issue of Rat Tails should have been titled:
Annual Health and Genetics Committee Report for 2010
And should have been signed:
Sharon Morelandfor the Health and Genetics Committee, Laurel Baglia, Chair
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CHIC for the IRISH WATER SPANIEL

The Irish Water Spaniel became a CHIC breed in April 2008 when 46 IWS were issued
the first CHIC numbers. As of August 2011, 146 IWS have been issued CHIC numbers.
This is a great participation from our breed because the American Water Spaniel and
Field Spaniels became CHIC breeds in 2002 and 2005 respectively and their numbers
are 178 and 160.
Advertising members of the IWSCA Breeder Education Committee and AKC Breeder of
Merit must have CHIC numbers on all their breeding stock to participate in these
programs. It is therefore the IWSCA’s goal to encourage all IWS owners to get CHIC
certification on their IWS.
How does an Irish Water Spaniel get a CHIC certification number?
1. The tests listed above must be performed.
2. The results must be made public in the OFA database.
3. The dog must have a permanent ID in the form of a microchip or tattoo.
After all four of the test results are published in the OFA database, a CHIC number and
certificate will be issued. OFA issues CHIC numbers about twice a month so it can take
a couple of weeks before the CHIC number and Certificate is generated. An example of

Dogs issued a CHIC number will have a CHIC logo next to the registered name in the
OFA database. In addition, the dog’s registered name will appear in the CHIC database
in the following link. http://www.caninehealthinfo.org/search.html
Some reasons why a dog is not issued a CHIC number if the owner believes all the
appropriate health tests have been performed.
1. No permanent identification. If a NOPI is listed next to a hip, elbow or thyroid
score, a CHIC number will not be issued. This will also occur for a CERF
submission—you must supply the microchip or tattoo number on the white sheet
that is sent back to CERF. If for some reason the microchip number and/or tattoo
number was omitted from the OFA hip, elbow and thyroid form, you can fill out a
VERIFICATION OF PERMANENT IDENTIFICATION FORM (which can be found on
the OFA website) to submit the permanent identification info to OFA. The form
must be signed by a veterinarian who verifies the permanent identification.
2. The CERF exam was performed prior to 24 months. This seems to be the most
common reason that a CHIC number has not been issued for an IWS.
3. The owner has not allowed enough time after the scores are published in the OFA
database for a CHIC number to be issued. The CERF numbers can be found in the
CERF database at http://sunnycrest.vmdb.org/CERFVerify/. The CERF office uploads
the newly issued CERF number and the updated submissions to the OFA database a
couple times a month. The CHIC number cannot be issued until the CERF number
appears in the OFA database.
I am the IWSCA liaison to OFA/CHIC. Please contact me if you have a problem with the
OFA database, questions about CHIC, CERF, test results, etc.
Laurel Baglia, PhD
IWSCA OFA/CHIC liaison

By W. Jean Dodds, DVM

2011 Hemopet Report for the IWS Thyroid Study Project
W. Jean Dodds, DVM
Hemopet
11561 Salinaz Avenue / Garden Grove, CA 92843 / 714-891-2022; FAX 714-891-2123
hemopet@hotmail.com
The following report summarizes our findings for
the IWS Thyroid Study that began shortly after my
presentation at the IWSCA 2006 National
Specialty. Florence Blecher generously donated
$500 to cover the initial set-up charges for the
study. Our study has gathered data in 2 ways and
is ongoing.
Background
Blood samples are submitted to us using the
special Hemopet IWS Test Request Form and
pricing [$55] plus the required IWS-Hemopet
Thyroid Study Questionnaire. OFA Thyroid
Registry testing is also offered [$85] and requires a
completed and signed OFA Thyroid Registry Form
and separate $15 check made out to OFA. At the
2007 IWSCA Specialty, the IWSCA Breeders’
Committee authorized a $20 subsidy per dog,
thereby reducing lab fees to owners. All
submissions and results are kept strictly
confidential; findings are only provided to the owner
of record and their veterinarian. Only aggregate
data summaries are released and made available
to the IWSCA and its committees.

major histocompatibility complex DLA class II
allele. Tissue Antigens 68:82-86, 2006; Kennedy
LJ, Hudson HJ, Leonard J, Angles JM, et al.
Association of hypothyroid disease in Doberman
pinscher dogs with a rare major histocompatibility
complex DLA class II haplotype. Tissue Antigens
67:53-56, 2005.] We are an author on the 2006
paper.
To participate in the UK DNA study, we need 3-6
mL of whole blood in EDTA [LTT] sent along with a
signed informed consent. All submissions to the UK
for this study are anonymous.
All test submission forms and questionnaire are
available from the www. iwsthyroidstudy.com.
Current Findings
When we began, we determined that the definitive
data base needed to establish the norms and
prevalence of hypothyroidism in IWS would ideally
require 200-400 healthy dogs of varying ages and
both sexes -- females not in estrus, coming into
estrus, pregnant, or lactating. Since beginning the
study in June 2006, we have enrolled 437 IWS.

Thyroid study data from MSU thyroid profiles,
IDEXX/ Vita-Tech in Canada, and Texas A & M
University have also been entered into our
database when accompanied with a completed
IWS-Hemopet Thyroid Study Questionnaire.

Since mid-August 2006, 124 IWS whole blood
samples have been submitted to Dr. Kennedy for
the UK Thyroiditis Genome Project.
Congratulations to those IWS supporters for this
impressive effort!

IWS are also enrolled in the collaborative genetic
study with Hemopet and Dr. Lorna Kennedy,
Centre for Integrated Genomic Medical Research,
University of Manchester in the UK to identify the
genetic DNA MHC/DLA markers associated with
thyroiditis in the breed. There are two published
papers to date on this research [Kennedy LJ,
Quarmby S, Happ GM, Barnes A et al. Association
of canine hypothyroid disease with a common

We have entered results and questionnaire
responses for 437 dogs. Samples were received
from the US, Canada, England, Holland, Finland,
Sweden, Australia, and New Zealand.
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2011 Hemopet Report for the IWS Thyroid Study Project—continued
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR HEMOPET IWS THYROID STUDY
THYROID STATUS * †
# IWS

Testing Lab

231

Hemopet/Antech

185

Hemopet

17
2

MSU
Antech Other

1

Vita -Tech

1

Texas A & M

Total 437

6

Normal

Hypothyroid

Equivocal

Autoimmune
Thyroiditis†

268

69

7

9

* results status not categorized by testing laboratory to maintain anonymity. † 9 dogs had elevated
thyroid autoantibodies and 6 of these were hypothyroid; 2 dogs also had Addison’s disease; 24
hypothyroid dogs received thyroxine therapy.
Summary of Findings for Thyroid Function
Testing
These results indicate that 15.8% (69 of 437) of
the IWS tested were hypothyroid. Some of these
hypothyroid dogs were subsequently retested after
being placed on thyroxine therapy, but they were
only counted once in the database. Seven dogs
tested in the equivocal category and need to be
retested in another 4-6 months. [Note: in 2007, 8%
of the IWS tested were hypothyroid. In 2008 that
number was 13.5%. In 2009 that number increased
to 16.8% although it decreased slightly in 2010 to
15.4%. For this 2011 report, 15.8% of the total
number of IWS tested were hypothyroid.]

As autoimmune endocrine disorders have a
heritable basis, the above thyroid testing data
support the need to actively screen all IWS
breeding stock, in contrast to earlier assumptions
that IWS are at relatively low risk for developing
hypothyroidism.
Review of the data collected so far indicates that
the normal reference ranges for IWS typically fall
within those limits established by us for other
medium-sized breeds.

Summary of Findings for UK Thyroiditis
Genome Project
Of the 124 IWS samples submitted to Dr. Kennedy
to date, 101 have been genotyped (82 healthy
Nine dogs were diagnosed with autoimmune
control IWS and 19 thyroiditis/ hypothyroid cases).
thyroiditis based upon finding elevated levels of
This includes one pair of siblings where one is
either T3AA, T4AA or TgAA [i.e. T3 or T4
affected and the other healthy. These DNA Study
autoantibody, or thyroglobulin autoantibody]. [Note:
blood samples were collected throughout North
in 2007, 3 dogs were diagnosed with autoimmune
America and sent frozen in dry ice from Hemopet
thyroiditis. In 2008 and 2009, that number
to Dr. Kennedy’s lab in the UK. This is part of
increased to 5 and 7 dogs, respectively. For 2010,
Hemopet’s contribution to her collaborative
the total increased by one dog to 8, and increased
research study.
again to 9 for this report. The latest case had
extremely high thyroglobulin autoantibodies, which Dr. Kennedy’s findings to date showed that like
reflected the early acute inflammatory phase of this some breeds studied, but in contrast to some other
thyroid destructive process.
breeds, the IWS does not appear to have a strong
association between their MHC (Major
Two dogs had Addison’s disease (autoimmune
Histocompatibility Complex) genes and
hypoadrenocorticism).
hypothyroidism. None the less, the results listed in
September-October, 2011 ♦ 14 ♦ IWSCA

2011 Hemopet Report for the IWS Thyroid Study Project—continued

Tables 1 and 2 show an interesting increase
between the IWS case vs. control groups at DLA
(Dog Leukocyte Antigen) Haplotype 8 (23.5% of
cases vs. 5.3% of controls). Additional
characterization of the IWS population found no
increase in the number of hypothyroid IWS that
carried the haplotypes 3, 5 and 10, which were
previously found linked to hypothyroidism in
several other breeds with the gene DLA-DQA1.

Further definitive conclusions about these IWS
hypothyroidism gene associations will require
more samples of healthy and hypothyroid IWS.
Dr. Kennedy estimates needing another 48
healthy control and 48 hypothyroid IWS to screen
their DNA with the new higher density more
powerful genomic array. With the cooperation of
the IWSCA and IWS owners, we can and need to
make this happen! Currently, the continuation of
this study is being financed through the generous
While the IWS as a breed does have several DLA
donations of three individual IWS fanciers.
class II haplotypes that carry the rare
DQA1*00101 genetic marker allele associated
To confirm this finding, we need to send more
with affected dogs of other breeds, none of the
blood samples to the UK from affected thyroiditis/
affected IWS cases had this haplotype. In
hypothyroid IWS to determine if this is the
contrast, a different haplotype was raised in the
significant associated haplotype. If this finding is
19 IWS cases. The frequency of the
confirmed, then the thyroiditis marker in IWS has
hypothyroidism risk allele in the IWS breed as a
been identified.
whole group has been estimated by Dr. Kennedy
This important research should benefit the health
to be at 25%.
and longevity of all future IWS.
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By Charles Turner

13 Months 16 Days: An Improbable Journey
The thunderstorms barreled through the Baltimore
Washington airport just as Delta’s flight from
Minneapolis was on approach. The pilot scraped
his landing and nosed up to circle while the storms
rumbled through. I watched this little drama from
the Delta cargo building. It would be another hour
until the precious cargo I was waiting for would
arrive. My life was about to change. It was July 29.
Two months earlier our companion of 13 years, a
Standard Poodle, had left us. We, my wife and I,
were in a state of grief. Our poodle had gone
everywhere with us. He sat under the Starbucks
Coffee table; gamely heeled down the busiest of
sidewalks and was a quiet joy around the house.
Eventually time began to heal our wounds and I
began to long for a new companion. The house
was too quiet. Not for long…

Poodle, Polish Sheep Dog, my Irish Water Spaniel
…and then there was “Annie”, the perfect Golden
Retriever. She was sweet, pretty, perky and
perfect. Annie actually paid attention in class,
understood the instructor without interpretation
from her owner and was the first to be volunteered
to show the rest of us how the assignment was to
be done. And there was “Cooper” the Bernese. Oh
man, ole Coop was cool. He lumbered around and
quickly mastered the “sit” command, mainly
because he really didn’t like moving very much
anyway. And the Standard Poodle, “Cole.” He
always “got it.” The kind of kid that was very
athletic, real good looker and smart.

And then there was my Dublin. His philosophy was
“why pay attention to all this boring talk when there
are potential fun times in the room?” While
everyone else was intently listening for the next
Outside the airport terminal on a small patch of rain instruction, my boy’s eyes were darting across the
-soaked grass, I opened a small crate and out
vast Armory floor trying to make eye contact with a
scrambled a bundle of brown furry energy, nine
potential live wire. Surely someone wants to blow
weeks old. Our first Irish Water Spaniel entered our this gig and go play!
lives. We named him Dublin but his registered
name is D’Locks Look to Windward, a big handle
October. We are practicing heeling, down, sit,
for a small creature. He is a pup from the mating of
stay.
Dublin is a challenge. I try to stay cool and
Charlie Brown (Ch. Stanegate Slippery When Wet)
collected.
He looks for mischief. He is smart but
and Luna, (G.Ch. D’Locks Lunar Eclipse) a bitch
willful
and
he exhausts me, the instructor – and
owned by Lynn Musgrave, Grattan Foy, and Enzo
even
perfect
Annie. After class I head home for a
Marfella.
stiff drink and mull over my situation: I’ve got this
assertive, active outgoing Irish Water Spaniel. He
Dublin was darling. Away from his littermates for
the first time, he only whimpered a bit the first night is strong. He thinks he is smarter than me. (“…
well,” says my wife.) I realize this is going to be
he spent with us. I know, because I was sleeping
tougher than I thought…
on the floor next to the crate. House training? A
breeze. Summer flew by, each getting to know the
other, and by September Dublin was ready to travel After eight weeks, we got a diploma, which he ate;
honestly.
so I took him up to the Wine Country dog shows.
Years ago I had shown in the conformation ring;
Still, I was proud of how far we had come. In class
been there, done that – and not so well. I swore
Dublin was getting it. Communication was clicking
that I was not going back there. But I wanted to
at last. At home however, he was still a rogue, a
meet others in the breed, make new friends, and
clown, a thief. Anything that could be found went
contemplate Dublin’s future so we headed up to the into the mouth and once clinched between teeth it
Finger Lakes to watch the obedience and
was a run to hide. Our game had begun. We
conformation rings.
learned to keep the house picked up. He learned to
knock closet doors until they magically opened,
After Wine Country it was time to start training so
revealing treasures ripe for taking. Nothing was
Dublin and I entered in puppy kindergarten. We
were amongst a very diverse group of students: A safe or sacred. It was quickly dawning on me that I
Bernese Mountain Dog, a Nova Scotia Duck Tolling had a young Irish Water Spaniel and not a mature
Standard Poodle. To stave off despair I squinted
Retriever, a Rhodesian Ridgeback, Standard
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13 Months 16 Days: An Improbable Journey—continued
around his rough edges and told myself there was
a bright, fun filled future waiting for us. Sure, the
puppy was impossible and he was straining the
household …but there was cuteness about it. My
wife didn’t see that side, especially when the first
sofa pillow became a lump of feathers.

November. A holy terror was developing under
the curls. He was overly enthusiastic… Okay, he
was wild. He jumped on everything. On lead he
pulled me off my feet. He chewed anything that
would fit into his mouth. He had the attention of a
gnat on speed. I needed help. I interviewed a
couple of trainers and we started serious one-onone training. That lasted just two weeks until his
“enthusiasm” wore us all out – the trainer, my wife,
me. All of us, that is, except Dublin who was just
getting warmed up. I decided we all needed a
break and, feeling somewhat defeated, I made
Dub stay with the trainer for a while. Our house
was quiet. We left clothes on the floor and napkins
on the table. Bliss! Twice a week I went to work
with Dublin, apprehensive at first, but soon I liked
what I saw. It was important not to break the boy’s
spirit, the trainer said. The unfettered energy
underneath the curls of terror would one day be
called “drive.” Buoyed with this insight, I saw his
“enthusiasm” in a different light. And after all these
months a bond was being forged between us.
Perhaps a saner man would have stopped here,
but I was now getting advice from new IWS
friends. They were impressed with how nicely he
was developing. Not only that, they said, he was
turning out to be a beautiful specimen of the
breed. After all we had been through I ate up this
affirmation like candy. “If I wanted to show him in
the conformation ring” one of the IWS friends told
me with a gleam, “you two might do well.” The
show bug made its first bite.
January. It is the dead of winter. Despite the
cold, Dub and I practice “stand-stay” in the yard
and mimic the drill of the conformation ring. Twice
a day, every day. He doesn’t get “stand-stay” and
thinks the words “let’s go” mean “I-can-run-fasterthan-you!” I want to give up. I don’t. When the
snow comes, we move to a parking lot.

Needing outside assistance we headed to
conformation class boot camp. That was another
nightmare. Picture my rogue Irishman in a ring
with 20 well behaved show dogs. His response to
going around in a circle was to go directly across
the ring and intercept the lead dog for some
playtime. I was moving forward and he was
moving diagonally; that wasn’t going to work. One
more attempt the following week, I decided, and if
it wasn’t better I was done.
That next week he was still misbehaving when
one of the trainers took me and Dub across the
room, alone. She grabbed his collar, gave him a
shake and told him, “stand-stay!” I am talking
Army drill sergeant stuff. Scared both of us to
death. I swear she would have killed him if he
hadn’t stood and he must have thought the same
thing. He stood for a good ten seconds. Progress,
but we had a long way to go before we were ready
for a real, live dog show.
I am 61. I was raised in New York State and our
family dabbled at breeding and showing
dachshunds. When I was 13, I had the good
fortune to meet one of the stalwarts in the dog
world. Mrs. Charles Stalter took a liking to me and
generously gave me a black and tan smooth
dachshund pup that had just won the Puppy
Sweepstakes in NYC. She thought “we looked
good together.” Her handler showed me how to
show the dog and off my father and I tromped to
the local shows. I showed in breed and junior
handler classes, always under the watchful,
helpful eyes of Mrs. Stalter and the hopeful eyes
of my dad. I never finished a dog. We really
weren’t that good. I was a kid showing against
“real” dog people.
Despite the lack of success, showing a dog has
always been something I secretly wanted to do
again but raising a family and building my career
kept putting off the dream. Now the kids are
grown; my career is still on track and I have the
commodity of time. My private hope was to get a
championship title on a dog for my father, for all
the time he invested in taking me to shows and
encouraging me on, despite defeat. He loved
breeding and showing livestock, something he
learned in 4-H growing up on a dairy farm during
Continued top of page 20
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13 Months 16 Days: An Improbable Journey—continued
the depression. Maybe, I mused, this was my time
and this was the dog. Dublin, the wild child, was
my only shot at a comeback.

said. “Keep them on your side of the dog. Be
steady. He will follow.” She was wonderful. I
adored her encouragement and still do. She was
another cheerleader, just when I needed one. I
What I was thinking? Me, back in the ring was one was starting to see that many faces in the IWS
thing, and unlikely enough. But with an IWS puppy crowd were not laughing at me – they were
it is a whole other dimension. But as they say, you cheering for me!
can’t enjoy the pool without getting wet. I decided
to jump in.
Day two. Before ring time, other IWS owners jump
in to help me groom. I was flabbergasted that they
gave up time to help me; the new kid on the block.
Spring. I have found a couple of sanctioned
matches close by. I have a target. Dub and I keep Beautifully groomed, my tie knotted, number on my
working. Correction: I keep working and he keeps arm, in we go… Dublin pulls me into the ring but,
miraculously, he behaved, enough, for a minute.
playing. I watch the calendar. “Stand-Stay” is
getting a little better. “Let’s go” still means “time to And now I was aware of something else;
something new: I wanted to win. Putting us
party!” We keep practicing. At night I wonder if I
through our paces, the judge took a long time with
have lost my mind.
us. Finally, she told us we had very nice puppies
Finally, the day came. Show time! I loaded the car and it was a hard decision to make. Then she said,
and left for the match. Paid my money, got an arm “but today this is the one I am awarding.” She was
band (had to look around to see which arm it went pointing at me!
on) and in the ring we go. Those first matches, he
acted just like everyone would expect of an IWS
“If failure is an anchor, victory is
puppy. He went every direction but straight ahead
and pulled away from the judge when he came to
the wind in your sails. Suddenly,
evaluate. With legs and arms akimbo, the two of
us were a sight that would make you laugh or cry.
it was Game On!”
By the end of the day I was on the verge of
I was bitten. We headed to Baltimore for three
throwing in the towel. But we stumbled on.
shows there. They started disastrously and, for the
Persistent. Just like my dad used to tell me.
first time, I was aware that the disaster was me. I
Sometimes, when hope is running out, a single
was nervous, scared, and tense. Sweat projected
person can step in to change the emotional tide. At from every pore of my body. I had minimum
that moment Jim Rubin was the cheerleader we
experience, minimum handling skills and a puppy
needed. Quitting, he said, was not an option. In
that still thinks misbehaving is behaving. Enter
fact, he suggested that I further unravel myself by Midge and Bunny, unlikely heroines. They were a
entering the Maryland Sporting Dog show in
collective Superman; I played the role of damsel in
March. This is the big league. In a moment of
distress. In a quintessential newbie move, I had
optimism, fueled by Jim’s enthusiasm, I entered.
innocently set up my grooming/waiting station in
Turns out, entering is a breeze… but then reality
an area reserved for Bouviers. “Doesn’t look like a
takes over. Three days before the show, panicked, Bouvier to me,” Midge uttered from behind me,
I tell Jim I am not going. Dub is not ready; he will
teaching me the ways of the shows. Technically,
be excused, we will be laughing stocks. Again, Jim the area was reserved but Midge relented and
dissuaded me from my own pessimism and off we permitted me to set up. A friendship was born.
trucked.
After my classes Midge took one look at the
disheveled me and took pity: “You need help. See
Disaster. Day one in Maryland we were number 2 me later.” When the judging was completed for the
out of 2. And the judge was kind at that! We
day, Midge walked me into a ring to practice.
weren’t, however, excused. Maybe this is a sign, I “Don’t let your lead dangle, “ she advised, showing
wondered, trying to find hope in the failure. Dede
me the way “real” handlers gather up the lead.
Selph took pity on us and asked if I wanted advice. “When you stack him, work his judge-side first, and
I did! And she gave it: “Keep your hands still,” she go slow. Firm but gentle, fast but not rushed or you
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13 Months 16 Days: An Improbable Journey—continued
will startle him.” “Take your time to prepare before
you track out and back; a circle first is okay.”
“Breathe. Your dog will feel it and relax with you.”
“Get the lead up under his chin; control his head
and you control the dog.” On and on…She was a
life preserver when I was about to drown. I owe a
lot to Midge and her friend Bunny who have since
then followed us every step of the way and
reached out every way possible. We may have an
IWS convert!
I was starting to realize I wasn’t alone in all this.
Jim Rubin, Lynn Musgrave, Grattan Foy, Missy
McMunn, Dede Selph and others, too many to
name, have given their advice (so did a judge in
the ring, which shows how needy I must have
seemed.) More important, they gave me their
support. It is a competition, yes, but where else do
you find competitors willing to drop everything to
sincerely help a newbie? They got me to laugh at
myself, focus on the dog, remember his age and
cut him slack. When I was a wreck someone
observed, “Dublin is looking to you for your
leadership and he gets confused when you are so
nervous. You are letting him down.” Easier said
than done; but it got to my head. I would have quit
back in Maryland if I had not received such kind,
encouraging comments.

hands etc. By the end of the Baltimore shows,
unexpectedly, he had five points.
Next in line were the four New Castle shows.
Mentally I might have been ready but I had knee
surgery a week before. I was under doctors’ orders
not to get in the ring so Midge took the lead. On
day one Dub was second in the 12 to 18 month
class. On day two he took Best of Breed; 5 more
points! Suddenly this guy had 10 points! Wanting
to get serious, I had retained a professional
handler for the next two days. IF a miracle
happened again, Dub would get five points in
those two days and finish, earning his
championship! That night was fitful. Perhaps it was
adrenaline, or sleep deprivation, but I deliberated
all night whether to show him myself. On one
hand, I had promised my doc and my wife I
wouldn’t be so reckless with my repaired knee.
But, on the other hand, was…was what? A dream?
A death wish? A challenge? By dawn, all I knew
was that if a miracle was going to happen that day,
I just had to be on the other end of the lead.

In the morning, sleep deprived, I gave the
professional handler his check and explained the
situation. The handler agreed to come to ringside
in case I fell. Again, I relied on IWS friends (thanks
Rick Mulkearn for picking a tie to get me suitable
The climb toward a Champion title involves earning for the ring.) And suddenly, it was show time. I took
points, which you get by beating people. Going
a breath. We entered the ring against six other
into the last day of the Baltimore circuit I realized
Irish Water Spaniels, a healthy class. Dublin
that even with my uncertain leadership I had
moved with grace. He stacked for the judge with
started to earn some points. Miraculously, - fool
precision. My knee hurt but the discomfort
heartedly? - I was starting to believe in myself. My vanished when the judge looked at his line up,
own personal Rubicon happened there in
pondered the choices… and pointed to us: “Best of
Baltimore on the final day. Dublin, my bad boy,
Breed”. Five more points! D’Locks Look to
curly haired incorrigible thief… with me, Chuck
Windward was officially a champion! The thrill,
Turner, a 61 year old newbie at the other end of
rush and exuberance of the moment had me
the lead…took Best of Breed! Anxiety kept me
floating. My IWS friends clapped, hugged and
from going to the Group ring but new friend Midge cheered! I took a measure of pride in our
insisted and took him in the group ring herself. I
accomplishment; all the sweeter for the difficult
watched from the sidelines completely awed at the road we traveled. I looked skyward for a brief
control she exerted over my dog. Suddenly, under moment. Thanks Dad. The five hour drive home
a knowledgeable hand, I could see what others
was pure exhilaration. My wife was very happy for
had admired about Dub from the beginning. Most
our accomplishment and asked if becoming an
importantly, watching him compete against the
AKC Champion meant that he wouldn’t continue to
other breed winners, I was proud of Dublin. I knew steal tea towels and napkins? Fair question; back
that I needed to put the pieces together. I needed to Earth.
to focus on my behavior, stress levels, use of
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13 Months 16 Days: An Improbable Journey—continued
I believe that once you’ve stood on the peak of a
mountain that was once too high to conquer, it is
difficult to stop looking up at taller ones. And
dreaming. After getting our Champion title, what
else? Answer: Grand Championship. It requires
25 more points, three majors and the dog must
beat a minimum of three other champions. And
so, this story progresses: six more shows in
Massachusetts and Maryland; points are quickly
accumulating. Show after show, Dub seems to be
enjoying himself. I am getting my groove on. All
those days of practice, day in and day out, all the
advice from friends… It was working, finally. More
cities…more shows…more points…and suddenly
in our sights, not too high above us, was El
Capitan: A Grand Championship title.

June. The West Friendship Cluster. Dublin has
won Best of Breed on the first three days. The
murmur at the show, amazingly, is that he and I
are poised to get a Grand Championship with just
one more win. He would be one of the youngest
dogs ever to reach this goal. Needless to say, I
have another sleepless night. This streak has to
end, I think. We’ve had a lucky run. All good
things come to an end. Don’t hope too much… On
the other hand…just maybe?

saying, “Don’t know if it helped or not; never tried
it on myself.” Judge starts a controlled laugh. My
heart misses a beat. I know I have lost because of
my stupidity.
Off we go, Dublin and me. All those months of
advice and training come to focus. I take my time.
I take the courtesy circle. I gather my lead just so.
I breathe. Down and back. I make sure to look
ahead and not down at Dub. I feel him at my side,
this incorrigible rogue, now a young male entering
his prime. I feel him floating. I make sure to head
Dublin, and not me, into the judge’s line of sight
on the return. We free stack and I look at my boy
as he looks up at me. Now we are one last circle
from the end. Around we go, this large class of
beautiful specimens of an old and rare Irish breed.
Ahead of me, and behind, are handlers with hopes
as high as my own. Judge examines the class for
the final time. He points at his winner. He is
pointing at us. Frozen scrotum and all, Dublin gets
Best of Breed!
At just 13 months, 16 days old Dublin has a Grand
Championship! I am thrilled. He’s jumping on me
and I love it. I don’t say “down.” Now, if ever, is the
time for unfettered Irish exuberance.

Sunday arrives, it is scorching hot. To make
matters worse, Dub’s nose is beginning to connect
with hormones and he is noticing the pretty
bitches. I have him on the grooming table and all
he cares about is that evidently-sweet smelling
Afghan bitch a few tables away. His head turns
every time she moves. I know that in a matter of
moments, depending on hormones or the direction
of the breeze, his mind is going to be completely
lost to me and we will be back at square one. I put
a dab of mentholated rub on his nose - a known
dog show solution. And then, thinking of anything,
I put an iced, wet towel on his scrotum. I have no
idea what I am doing …

It is late afternoon and Sporting is the last group.
These are top notch dogs; all the winners of all the
Sporting Classes from the day, vying now for best
of Group. Most of the handlers are professionals.
The judge calls each dog into the ring one by one.
It is very cool to be showcased . Dublin has his
confidence. I feel my pride. I stack for final
judging. Dublin’s eyes are riveted on me. The
judge is pacing down the line-up. She is looking at
the best dogs of the day. Then, the decision: “the
Pointer first, Golden Retriever second;” and
suddenly, music, “Irish Water Spaniel third place”.
I want to linger here, listening to the echo of these
words. I may never hear them again so it is going
to last me for a lifetime.

Ten minutes later we go into the ring. The judge,
Larry Sinclair, is examining Dublin and looks up
smiling and says, “nice dog, even with a wet, icy
cold scrotum.” I say, “I’m sorry judge, there are
some girls in season and I was trying anything to
cool him down.” One isn’t supposed to talk to the
judge. I know I should stop but nerves have
unleashed my tongue and suddenly I hear myself

So that’s our journey. Some luck, some strategy, a
lot of persistence and most importantly an
enthusiastic Irish Water Spaniel who is a
wonderful companion. Winning was wonderful but
all I can think about are so many IWS friends that
reached out to a new person offering advice,
scissors, support, encouragement. Maybe
someday he will even heel down a crowded street
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and sleep under the Starbucks coffee table. Or not;
doesn’t matter. Love the boy.
Perhaps my story will inspire others to enter the
conformation ring. Here is a summary of the most
important lessons I learned during my journey.
1. Foremost: have fun with your dog. Show only if
your heart is in it, not for some obligation. Our
dogs are meant to comfort us, challenge us
and at the end of the day be a fun addition to
our souls. If you don’t want to show, find some
other activity that brings joy to you and your
dog.

should I arrive? Where do I set up? When is
ring time? When do I go in? Maybe you know
this, but if not, ask. There is so much that will
happen quickly. Judges want to keep a fast
pace. People want to be helpful, just ask.
5. Smile. Really, try to smile a lot. It helps you
and helps your dog. Be persistent.
Best of luck, Chuck Turner
If you enjoyed this story Chuck requests that
you consider making a donation to IWSCA
Rescue.

2. Find a mentor. Ask for a mentor. Someone that Checks may be sent to Sandy Ascot, IWSCA
Treasurer, 19755 HWY 113, Custer Park, IL
will listen and guide. It doesn’t necessarily
60481
have to be your breeder. Someone with
experience, patience and great attitude to
support you through your journey.
3. Your dog does not understand a dog show. It
is noisy, hectic and full of strange sounds and
smells. Do you and your dog a favor. Go to
shows before you enter one and just walk
around. Ten minutes at a time. Start in open
spaces and work up to crowded aisles. Go
slow. Think from your dog’s perspective.
4. If possible, find someone to look after you at
your first shows. What collar do I use? When
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By Susan Anderson

Secretary’s Report
All approved Board Meeting Minutes are published in the file section of the Rattails Yahoo List. If
additional Club information or historical record is needed, this space will be used.

By Evie Van Uden

Delegate’s Report
There is good news to report for the first quarter of
this year. Entries have shown an increase in All
Breed Events, the Obedience, Agility, Hunt Tests
and Specialties. It appears that the Grand
Champion program is in part responsible for the
increase. This new program also provides
additional revenue to the conformation clubs.

ARTICLE VI Section 5 of the Charter and Bylaws
of the AKC which would apply the identical
restriction to someone who misappropriates funds
from AKC or from an AKC subsidiary or affiliated
organization.

There is a new title open to all AKC dogs that
gives recognition to dogs and their owner for
providing community service to help improve the
well-being of others. The new Therapy Dog Title
"THD" will be given to dogs who have provided
community service in nursing homes, hospitals,
schools and natural disasters. It is wonderful that
the service and work these dogs do is being
recognized.

Please feel free to contact me in regard to my vote
regarding the above proposed changes. Also if
there are other concerns or questions that I can
address to AKC, I would be happy to do so.

ARTICLE VI Section 7 which would make a
provision that when the Board has determined that
The AKC is making changes in their publication of a seated Delegate is ineligible to serve under
the AKC Gazette. In today’s economy and in order Section 5, the Delegate’s club may appeal to the
to upgrade the technology the Board adopted a
Delegate Body.
plan that will provide digital communications. This
Chapter 3, Section 17/Chapter4, Section 1/
will allow anyone with internet access
Chapter 5, Section 1 & 7/Chapter 6, Section 2A/
complementary use of the AKC Gazette, and a
better way to reach new readers. This print version and Chapter 7 Sections 13 & 19 which all appear
will be missed by a lot of dog lovers, but it appears in Rules Applying to Dog Shows. This will establish
a "Reserve Best in Show Award."
the change is important to the future of the AKC.

The next Delegate meeting will be held in Newark,
New Jersey on September 13, 2011. The
Delegates will be voting on proposed changes as
follows:
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By Grattan Foy

Southeast Regional Report
Wow it has been hot! Most of the days here in the southeast
this summer have consisted of staying inside and
taking it easy. That being said, we still managed to
get together for a couple of weekends.

Georgia and Cecelia & John Reeder from Raleigh.
The more detailed results will be in the Mid Atlantic
report but from the southeast we came home with a
Champion and Grand Champion!

The first event was a judges' education seminar put
on by Helen Howard in Greenville, SC. Helen did a
great job presenting to a group of 15-20 judges and
working with them for a few hours. She was
accompanied by myself, Deborah Hughes and
Wayne Murray. In the breed entry, due to
numerous reasons, the entry went down to two,
where my girls swapped points for the weekend.

 Ch Ildanoch Elusive Dream (Brady) owned by
Deborah Hughes, Jodi Lamp and Mary
Humphries and bred by Deborah and Ken
Hughes
 G. Ch D'locks Lunar Eclipse OAJ OJP NA
NAP NF (Luna) owned by Grattan Foy, Lynn
Musgrave and Enzo Marfella and bred by
Lynn Musgrave

The following weekend, we all loaded up and
We are looking forward to a cooler fall so we can
headed to five days of showing in Salem, Virginia
where the hospitality was excellent not to mention a get out and do more with our curly ones.
large entry of 20 IWS three of the days and majors
all five. Ginny and Larry Spencer came to cheer us
on via Minnesota as well as Helen Howard from

By Hannah Loonsk

Mid-Atlantic Regional Report
GCh Chantico’s Spirit in the Surf JH, RN. Bred and
owned by Kim Kezer, Jeremy Kezer and Mindy
On Saturday, July 16, 2011 at the Nebraska
Garbarino Sariyel. Chantico’s Light Of Land and
Kennel Club show, Scout was the first IWS to earn
Sea, bred and owned by Mindy Garbarino and Kim
AKC's new PACH title by earning her PACH3. She
Kezer, made her debut at the Salem, VA shows.
is now Ch MACH PACH3 NADAC Madcap's Way
She was entered 3 of the 5 days in the Bred-By
To My Heart UD RE JH PAX3 XF. She's still
Class and was awarded 1st place all 3 days! She
running strong and having a blast at 10 years old.
went on to be awarded Winners Bitch under
At the same shows that weekend, Scout's
Elizabeth Muthard and Charles Olvis earning two 5
grandson Ryan (Whipcord Born To Fly) went Best
point majors.
of Breed/Best of Winner's both days for his first
breed points. Another Scout granddaughter, Harp Congratulations to Marilyn, Will, and
(Cuardach Music Heard Round The World) owned Mickey!
by Sarah Zumpf, won Best of Opposite/Winner's
Marilyn and Will Cantrell’s CH Irish Mist’s Mickey
Bitch for her first breed points.
McGuire RE NA NAJ got his 2nd leg in both JWW
and Standard Open at Shetland Sheepdog Club in
Northeasterners Sneek into the MidFrederick, MD on April 30 with two First Places.
Atlantic Report with Virginia Show
Marilyn is hoping to finish Mickey this fall in Open
Results!
and Shayla is making her agility debut in
Ch. Chantico’s Spirit in the Surf JH, RN earned her
September.
Grand Championship title at the Salem, Virginia
Shows this month. So “Selchie” is now known as

The First PACH IWS!
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Mid-Atlantic Regional Report—continued
A Successful Judges Educational
Committee Presentation
The Judges Educational Committee has created a
new, awesome presentation. Jim Rubin was our
breed representative at the 2011 ADSJ
Advanced Institute held in Indiana, PA August 812. Friday was IWS day. Jim gave a very
eloquent, two-hour seminar on our breed in the
morning with a Power Point presentation and
two IWS (one 10-month bitch and one 5-year
old Ch. male). The judges were clearly
impressed with the presentation, IWS and
handouts. Then we had six additional IWS for
the six judges to go over. Each of the judges
gave a placement and rationale. Their reasoning
was then critiqued and discussed. Assisting in
handling and grooming were Karen and Rick
Mulkearn and Marilyn Cantrell. We learned a lot
too. As we were doing a group photo, one of the
dogs slipped out of her lead and Karen took a
dive grabbing her…but she did! It was a grand
day. We also worked a bit of PR; resulting in one,
and possibly a second family, interested in finding
an IWS pup.

Maryland Sporting Dog 2012 Supported
Entry
Please mark your calendars: IWSCA Supported
Entry at Maryland Sporting Dog Club on March 3,
2012 in Bel Alton, MD. We always have a
wonderful group of 2 and 4 legged IWSCA and
would love for all to join. We have our own
building, provide a light breakfast and lunch and
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have GREAT prizes! This year we have a contact
to get us fresh steamed Blue Crabs from South
Carolina for a feast on Saturday night in our
building. There are two days of Rally and

Obedience and two days of Conformation on
March 3-4.

Got News?
Please send your news to hannahlo@comcast.net
if you and your IWS(s) have done something fun or
noteworthy recently in the Mid-Atlantic region. It
can be absolutely anything IWS; show/match/trial
results, stories, events, pictures, brags, etc.
Thanks!

By Laurel Baglia

Northeast Regional Report
Here is some news from some of the NE IWS
members.
From Alice Gretchell
CH Mallyree Kayla A'Mhara got her first UKC
Started leg in June in Temple, NH. Maddy (CH CATCH 2 Muddy Waters Isle of Madaket CD JH
WC NAP NJP RA) received her second starter leg
in UKC in June. She also received her therapy dog
title from the AKC. This is the first year that AKC is
giving this title. Maddy was able to get this title
based on her Therapy dog title from Therapy Dog
International and over 50 hours of service in 2004.
From Natalie Weissman
Hi, I am happy to report that Ch. Castlehill's Opal
Juliette CGC TDI TDIA TDIAOV CD RAE RL1X3
RL2X3 RL3X3 ARCHMASTER has completed 250
hours of service at the Rockleigh Nursing Home
earning her the TDIRVA Award. This stands for
Therapy Dogs International Remarkable Volunteer
Award. Juliette is a serious worker who smiles
when she has finished her job.
Hi, Jared competed at the Positive Motivations
Trial at Hope New Jersey August 13, 2011. He
picked up the 3rd leg needed for his Companion
Dog Sports Program Utility Title. He scored 196
and a first place finish. This is Jared's second
obedience venue Utility title. He is the only IWS in
this program and the first to reach the Utility level.
His audience cheered him on hoping he would not
have a brain freeze. He did not disappoint and had
a grand time. He is now Ch. Castlehill's Knight Sir
Jared CGC TDI UD RAERL1X3 RL2X3 RL3X3
ARCHMASTER RLVX2 UD-C. The old man still
has the knowledge, will and strength to want to
continue in competition. It makes him very happy.
Natalie and Jared

pleasure of having dinner at the new Purina
Events Center Saturday night. This center is
absolutely gorgeous and I can’t wait for everyone
to see it in May when our specialty is held there.

Wine Country Update
The Wine Country Circuit is being held on
September 29th & 30th and October 1st & 2nd. The
circuit offers conformation, obedience, rally and
agility. The premium list and camping form can be
found on the Rau website in the following link:
http://www.raudogshows.com/html/upcomingshows.html
The IWSCA supported show will be Friday
September 30th. Entries close Wednesday
September 14th at noon.
I have sent a link to the agility premium to the
Yahoo lists. If you would like a copy, please email
me at navaroneiws@rochester.rr.com. The agility
trial opens August 3rd and it closes Saturday
September 10th. We will be offering a toy for every
IWS entered and trophies for each Q in standard
and JWW.
In addition, a CERF and Cardiac clinic will be held
Friday September 30th & Saturday October 1st in
the camping office. More information can be found
in the camping form on the Rau website.
Let’s have another great turn out.

From Evelyn Van Uden
I’m pleased to announce that Regan (Ch
Jaybren’s Publically Correct, RA) finished his
championship at the Canfield shows. He was bred
by Jim Brennan and Paul Price.
From Laurel Baglia
I attended the AKC/CHF parent club conference in
St. Louis Aug 12-14. You will hear more about this
conference in the next newsletter. We had the
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By Susan Sarracino-Deihl

Midwest Regional Report
The months of summer have seen some activity in RWB Whistlestop Bright N Beautiful O: Signe
the Midwest – a new CH, a Group placer, two new Holtz & Ron Halvorson
field titles and a 1st place in obedience.
BOB (5 Grand Cham pts) CH D’Locks Evenstar of
Our new CH is Beaufield Down to the River Riley Beaufield
owned by Linda & Kent Harrison. Ch D’locks
BOS (3 Grand Cham pts) CH Saracen Blue
Evenstar of Beaufield owned by Bridget Kvarnlov Thunder on the Marsh CD JH WC
and Lynn Musgrave added another Gr 4 to her
SEL (1 Grand Cham pt) CH Cat’s Curtain Call
accomplishments. The two new field titled boys
Sunday, 7/31 j: Mr Richard Beauchamp
are Archwave Another Cain CD JH owned by
Mary & Robert Reich and AKC Ch UKC Gr CH
WD (1 pt) Beaufield’s Faolan Brady the Bard of
StHR Saracen Blue Thunder on the Marsh CD JH Armagh
WC owned by Susan Sarracino-Deihl and Robert RWD Beaufield Down to the River Riley
Deihl. To round out the IWS accomplishments
WB/BW (2 pt) Ildanoch Anna Livia on Bloomsday
Mary Reich piloted her lovely Ri – Ch Muddy
Waters Mariah CDX TD – to 1st place in Utility A. RWB Saracen Fire and Ice
Ri was the only qualifier of 5 entries.
BOB (5 Grand Cham pts)/Group 4 CH D’Locks
Evenstar of Beaufield
Conformation:
BOS (3 Grand Cham pts) CH Saracen Blue
Nebraska Kennel Club shows
Thunder on the Marsh CD JH WC
Stephanie O’Reilly, Sarah Zumpf and Gerald &
SEL (1 Grand Cham pt) CH Cat’s Curtain Call
Jacie McConnell represented the IWS at the
Nebraska shows in July.
Burlington WI KC shows
Saturday, 7/16 J: Mr. Carl Liepmann
Sunday, 7/17 J: Mrs. Sari Brewster Tietjen
WD/BW/BOB (2 pts each day) Whipcord Born to
Fly O: Stephanie O’Reilly
WB/OS (2 pts each day) Cuardach Music Heard
Round the World O: Sarah Zumpf
RWB: Archwave An Uisce Sidhe Eile O: Gerald &
Jacie McConnell
Waukesha Kennel Club shows
We had a small entry of IWS at Waukesha this
year. Eleanor and Steve Schultz came from
Louisville, Bridget Kvarnlov and Deb Pattersen
drove down from Minnesota, Signe Holtz and I
were the local representatives and Courtney
Manrod had friend Lindley Henson showing her
boy. The results were:
Saturday, 7/30 j: Mrs Patti Long Smith
WD/BW (1 pt) Beaufield Down to the River Riley.
O: Bridget Kvarnlov and Lynn Musgrave
RWD Beaufield’s Faolan Brady the Bard of
Armagh. O: Eleanor and Steve Schultz and Tim
Foley.
WB (1 pt) Ildanoch Anna Livia on Bloomsday. O:
Eleanor and Steve Schultz & B Rainholt & D
Hughes
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8/1 j: Mrs S. Morgan & 8/2 j: Mr. Houston Clark
O1W/BB (1 pt each day) Beaufield Down to the
River Riley
SEL CH Cat’s Curtain Call
Coulee Kennel Club shows
Saturday, 8/6 j: Mrs. P. Brenner
WD (1 pt) Beaufield Down to the River Riley
RWD Beaufield’s Floodtide O: Siobhan Dugan
BOB (2 Grand Cham pts) CH Cat’s Curtain Call
Sunday, 8/7 j: Mr. Wayne Bousek
WD/BOB (2 pts) Beaufield Down to the River
Riley - to finish his CH!
RWD Beaufield’s Floodtide
SEL CH Cat’s Curtain Call
Obedience:
Waukesha Kennel Club 7/29
1st place Utility A Ch Muddy Waters Marian CDX
TD – 1st UD leg!

Midwest Regional Report—continued
Field:
Archwave Another Cain CD JH – Badger Golden Retriever Club 6/18 – 3rd JH leg. Fox Valley Retriever
Club 7/16 – 4th JH leg to finish his JH!
Ch Saracen Blue Thunder on the Marsh CD JH WC – WISILL HRC Club 8/20 – 3rd StHR leg. Badger
HRC Club 8/21 – 4th StHR leg to finish the StHr.
Realta Saracen Forevermore – Maddie – owned by Susan Sarracino-Deihl and Robert Deihl – Badger
HRC Club 8/21 – 1st StHR leg to start her field career.

By Colleen McDaniel

Northwest Regional Report
In this area there is a
running joke that you can
count on the first day of
summer to be July 5th.
Well, this last month on
July 4th, many of us
celebrated by showing up
for a field training day
with all our IWS. And we
had lovely weather-especially for the 4th. But,
as of the submission of
this column in midAugust, the people in the
Seattle area have had 76
minutes of summer. That would be a total of 76 minutes this year that the temperature in this area has
been 80 or above. That being said, I don’t think you would find many that would trade for the horrid heat
in other parts of the country. And I know that our dogs are enjoying the level of activity they can still do
without “panting” out.
Of course the big news in the NW is the upcoming
local specialty. As we anticipated, the entries are
way down this year. We did not get a major in
class dogs as the entry is a total of six. We were
able to squeak in a major if every class bitch
shows up. There are three reasons we were not
expecting a large entry. First of all, the National
was a West Coast specialty in May. Whenever the
specialty is on the West Coast, the local specialty
is not as well attended. The second and maybe
more significant reason is that there are few NW
people that have class dogs right now. We have a
herd of puppies that will turn six months old in
September or after but few that made the magic six
month age in time for this year’s local specialty.
And the final reason is the cost of attending a

specialty has skyrocketed while the economy
continues to be shaky. But that does not mean that
we are planning on having anything less than a
relaxed and good time. The fun is still going to
happen. There will be good friends to chat with,
good food to consume, fun things like the costume
contest and, I would guess, a good turnout for the
Bird Dog Match and PeeWee Puppy Match. And
one of the silver linings in this particular cloud may
be that AKC revises our point schedule to a more
reasonable level in line with the rest of the country.
But that may be wishful thinking!
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Northwest Regional Report—continued
I would say that one of the anticipated highlights of
this year’s specialty is we are all excited to see
Deb Nezgoda WALK around the ring with Ba-Rock
in obedience. I am sure there will be a cheering
crowd on the side lines for that.

For two days crowds of people pass through and
want to pet the dogs, ask MANY questions and
enjoy both the dog parade and the performances
that the dog community puts on to demonstrate the
skills of the dogs. I understand that a real magnet
this year was the puppy, Jameson, which the
We “aged in” a new Junior Handler in this area in
Urbans brought along for their stint in the booth.
the past month. Maddie Urban just turned nine
People cannot seem to resist those puppies! Of
years old and already has her Junior’s number and
course, a big thank you to all the people that took
is making her debut at the local specialty. I do
their time to help in getting the booth set up and
hope that there is good support at ringside for the
taken back down. And it is a credit to all the dogs
JH classes. As excited as I am to know there will
that took part. When the Scottish put on a party it
be a good PeeWee puppy class as that means we
is VERY loud! The noise from all those marching
have upcoming show dogs, I would love to have
band competitors is a lot for any dog to deal with.
the ring full of young people enjoying their dogs in
A “well done” to all that took part.
the Junior’s ring.
I would like to end with a welcome and thank you
Also in the last month we had many people and
to Annette Mora, the new Newsletter Editor.
their dogs participate in the Scottish Highland
Games as they offer an exhibition for Celtic Dogs.

The 2012 Irish Water Spaniel Calendar is about to be printed and will be
available at the beginning of October.
This is the 14th edition of this calendar celebrating our wonderful breed.
Get your calendar early while supplies last.
Contact Colleen Morgan for information and to order yours!
c.morgan.home@comcast.net
206-524-4841
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By Liz Liddle

Southwest Regional Report
Sally Lewis and Lois MacDonald of Altadena, California have
welcomed their first litter from Arroyo Irish Water Spaniels with their
foundation bitch, Bonnie Ch Poole’s Ide Bonnie Brook x Cort Ch.
Poole's Ide Corteo Du Tidemark.
On May 4, 2011,
Bonnie gave birth
to four very
handsome
puppies, 2 boys
and 2 girls. Check
out the photos on
the website!
Introducing: Porter Arroyo’s Begin the Benguine
Out of that, Porter, will debut at IWSCOPS in the Pee
Wee match at the end of August. Here is a mother/
daughter of Bonnie and Porter at 14 weeks old with
Lois at the helm. Congratulations!!!
I love the kennel name and design. Sally is a wonderful artist, by the way, and I’m guessing she
designed the kennel logo – superb!
cream when we got home—Baskin Robbins
Congratulations Dickens, CH Muddy Waters Great Jamoca Almond Fudge (minus the fudge part :-)”
Expectations CD RAE AX AXJ OAP NJP XF and
Update:
owner/handler Jody Dushkes for a 2nd leg on his
(August 14, 2011)
CDX and a special day for a special boy who had
just recovered from surgery. Jody tells it best:
Congratulations are in order for Dickens, who
earned his CDX today:
(August 13, 2011)
NOW: CH Muddy Waters Great Expectations CDX
“It was a beautiful day in Gardena, CA at the SW
Obed Club Trial; sunny, but not as hot as expected RAE AX AXJ XF OAP

OBEDIENCE

(although Dickens did do one finish and sit behind 11 yrs. old and a very spunky boy!
me in my shade :-) after the drop on recall. I
Congratulations Jody and Dickens!
couldn't figure out where'd he gone, and was
looking around for him, when the judge laughed
and said he was sitting in my shade. I don't think
any other dog showed such flair! But he did
everything with no problems or hesitations, and
qualified with a very credible score. Not bad for an
11 year old dog, esp. one that underwent major
surgery just 6 weeks ago! I was just happy to be
out there with him, having come within a whisker of
losing him. Everybody got treated to a dish of ice
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Southwest Regional Report—continued
AGILITY
Ria, CH Claddagh's The Beat Goes On RN OA
OAJ NF: Jody Dushkes reports that her Ria got her
OAJ -OPEN Jumpers title on July 24th at the trial in
Ventura. She's now in Excellent Std and Jumpers.
She has her last agility class on August 16th and
then will be housebound nesting and preparing for
her puppies.

Dam
CH Cat's American Beauty CGC RA “Rose"
Both parents CHIC plus shoulders and heart

Don’t forget our supported entry,
Harvest Moon Classic, October 20-24

The Southern California IWS folks are joining the
South Bay KC's mini-Meet the Breeds event to be
In Ferndale, on California’s North Coast the “Lost
held in conjunction with their Responsible Dog
Coast Kennel Club,” two of our dogs achieved new Ownership Day. We are inviting as many local IWS
titles at the Agility Trial.
owners from the area that we are aware of to join
us. Our plan is to have a BBQ after the event. If
Curry, NOW Chuckanut’s Cashew Curry CD NA
you would like to join us, please email me privately.
OAJ, earned his Open Jumpers with Weaves
If you are aware of IWS folks in the area or have
(OAJ), owned and handled by Jennifer Lego
sold a puppy to someone down here, please let me
Update: August 14 – Curry gets another leg
know as well.
on his quest for an Open Standard Title!!!
Thank you!
AND
Michelle
Boomer, NOW Whistlestop Buckaroo Boomer NA
OF, earned is Novice Agility tile (NA) Owned by by
Morgan Conrad and Jenna Kinghorn, handled by
Morgan Conrad.
Hearty congratulations to Dickens, Ria, Curry
and Boomer. We are so very proud of you!!!

Conformation
From Marian McLeod:
Kate and Kelly each got 1 point at Bandon,
Oregon, August 6th and 7th.
Cat N Pat's Luck Be a Lady (Kate), 11 months old
Cat's Kelly O'Keefe (Kelly) 15 months old, under
the Hartingers. Mr. Roger Hartinger spent forever
going over them and said how much he loves the
IWS. (Roger judged 2002 Nat'l in St. Louis.)
Welcome to two new owners!
Leigh Layman, Chico, Ca. Has Annabel.
Cindy Gelow, San Mateo, Ca. Has Piper.
Both are bitches from Marian McLeod’s litter born
last February 27th.
Sire
CH Cat's Curtain Call "Donavan"
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September 18, 2011, 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm
Club & Event Information:
Host Club Name: South Bay Kennel Club Inc.
Location: Arthur Johnson Park
Event Address 11200 W 170th Street
City/State/Zip: Gardena, CA 90247

Titles - June 2011
Nam e/Sire/Dam
Cham pion
CH Coomara's Forever Tor'N RN
CH Mystic Torin CD
CH Jaybren's Millish Macarthur RN
Com panion Dog
Castlehill's Uisce Of Dalbrian CD
Castlehill's Journey Dow nunder
CH Castlehill's Playing The Field CD RA SH
Beginner Novice
Jaybren's Politically Correct BN RN
CH Whistlestop's Special Agent CD RN
CH Jaybren's Millish Macarthur RN
Junior Hunter
Jaybren's O'Whistlestop Cadence JH
CH Fynder Freethinker
CH Jaybren's Maggie May CD
Junior Hunter Upland
Poole's Ide Hallmark TD JH JHU NAP NJP Earned 5-21-11
CH Oak Tree's Irishtocrat CD
CH Poole's Ide First Water CD JH

Sex

DOB

Ow ner/Breeder

B

11-Sep-07 Paul Price
James F Brennan & Paul Price

B

1-May-09 Dallas Haley & C Ann Haley
Margot Nielson & Susan Tapp

D

30-Apr-08 Evelyn Van Uden & James F Brennan
James F Brennan & Paul Price

D

18-Jun-06 Colleen McDaniel
Jane Bonner & James F Brennan

D

1-Dec-02 Susanne Hogan
Gregory Siner

Realta's Limerick JHU Earned 5-29-11
Eire's Murphee Mullow nee MH
CH Realta's Supernova CD RN MH

D

CH Saracen Hard Scrabble CD JH JHU Earned 5-14-11
Saracen Samuel Adams
CH Saracen Desert Rose CD RAE JH

D

7-Jun-03 Susan M Sarracino-Deihl & Robert E Deihl
Bernard Volz & Susan M Sarracino-Deihl

D

1-Jun-07 Jennifer Lego
Joe McConkey & Laurie McConkey

D

27-Jun-02 Cynthia Rathbun
Evelyn M Van Uden & Susan L Bell

Novice Agility
Chuckanut's Cashew Curry CD NA NAJ
CH Fynder Freethinker
CH Poole's Ide Pintail Delia CD
Novice Agility Preferred
CH Irish Mist Fistful O Dollars VCD2 UDX OM1 VER RE MX MXJ NAP NJP
CH I.M. The Cat's N Jammer Kid RE
CH Pinebank Doitagin Imkimsw ick CDX RE AX AXJ NAP NJP NFP

3-Jul-10 Christine Robertson M.D.
Rosemary Sexton

Please note:
These are the first JHUs earned by IWS so I listed the dates for each.
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Submission Deadlines
Issue

Deadline

July – August 2011 (Nationals Results)

June 15, 2011

September – October 2011

August 15, 2011

November –December 2011 (Holiday Theme)

October 15, 2011

January – February 2012

December 15, 2011

March – April 2012 (Nationals Information)

February 15, 2012

May – June 2012

April 17, 2012
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To Yummy Autumn Cobblers

And Everything Irish Water Spaniels Love
IWSCA News Editor
PO Box 21383
Seattle, WA 98111

Address label here

